Reg Charity No. 900215

Equifun Revival 2017
**Practise Days**
Sunday 16th July
Saturday 29th July
Saturday 12th August
Saturday 19th August

Come and introduce your horse/pony to our fantastic Equifun
obstacle course to ensure you’re the winner on the big day!!
ALL AGES AND ABILITIES WELCOME
*BOOK A SLOT - £5 per rider*
Email equifun2015@outlook.com or
Ring Rosie on 07885 993 003
Marlwood House, Silver Street, Sway, SO41 6DG
FULL SHOW SCHEDULE COMING VERY SOON!!

*The Equifun Revival 2017 Obstacles*
111> Sword In The Stone
Riders must come to a full stop to pull the sword out of the stone.
>The Wooden Draw Bridge and Turrets
The horse must walk over the bridge in the centre, and then through the middle of the turrets.
Marks are awarded for the regularity of the walk, confidence in crossing the obstacle.
> The Dragon
The rider must slay the dragon with the sword! The obstacle consists of a wooden cut out Dragon
with a hole in which to slay it. Children must place the sword through the hole and leave it. Adults
must spear a ring with a diameter of approx. 10 cm from the silhouette of the Dragon. The pony
must approach the dragon with confidence, if the pony refuses to go near it continue onto the next
obstacle.
> Slalom Of Bending Poles
The obstacle consists of 5 bending poles. Marks awarded for negotiating the poles fluently.
> The Jump
Small Equifun themed jump to be jumped at a canter. The horse must approach the jump calmly and
jump in the middle without knocking it down.
> 3 Barrels
The obstacle consists of 3 barrels arranged in a triangular shape, each 3 or 4 metres apart from each
other. The horse enters at a trot between the barrels, circles the barrel on the right then proceed to
the next barrel on the left, finishing with the last barrel to the right leaving the obstacle at the point
of entry. The obstacle is designed to show the manoeuvrability of the horse to perform a tight circle
in a tight space.
> Sideways Walk Along A Pole
A pole on the ground, the horse must approach the pole in walk from with direction, remaining
perpendicular to the pole. The horses from and back feet must be either side of the pole and must
not touch it.
> The Walking Goblet
Stop at Point A to pick up the goblet, your horse must stand whilst the rider picks it up, walk to Point
B, halt and place the goblet on to the podium. Watch out for anything slimy inside!
> The Gate
The horse must approach the obstacle at a trot, a few paces before the gate, walk. Position the
horse alongside the gate, open the gate with the right hand, without letting go of the gate, pass
through and close it. The rider can rein back a few strides to close the gate.
>The Bell At The End Of The L-Shaped Corridor
The obstacle consists of pole supports, they are placed 1.20 metres apart making an L-shaped
corridor. The horse approaches the corridor in walk, enters and walks to the end. The rider rings the
bell and performs a rein back through the corridor until the horse’s forelegs are out of the corridor.

PLUS BRAND NEW OBSTACLES FOR 2017!!!

